Pronouns

Pronouns are words that take the place of nouns. Some pronouns take the place of nouns in the subject part of a sentence. Example: Louis rode the skateboard. He rode the skateboard. (Louis is replaced by He.)

Replace the bold words with a pronoun from the box.

1. Mrs. May walked down the street to catch the bus.
2. Mary and Paul are going to visit friends.
3. The turtles were glad to see Aaron.
4. Lucy drove the tractor on the farm.
5. The soup was delicious!
6. Mr. Wheat played the trumpet for the class.
7. The presentation was very interesting.
8. Brian rode the horse.
9. Gianna petted the puppy.
10. Kali and Susan performed in the talent show.
11. Timmy and I baked a cake for our father.
12. Mark went skiing with Barry.
13. Mark and Joe did well on the science project.
14. Lois cleaned the house.
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Pronouns

Pronouns are words that take the place of nouns.
Some pronouns take the place of nouns in the subject part of a sentence.
Example: Louis rode the skateboard. He rode the skateboard. (Louis is replaced by He.)

Replace the bold words with a pronoun from the box.

1. Mrs. May walked down the street to catch the bus.
   ____she____

2. Mary and Paul are going to visit friends.
   ____they____

3. The turtles were glad to see Aaron.
   ____they____

4. Lucy drove the tractor on the farm.
   ____she____

5. The soup was delicious!
   ____it____

6. Mr. Wheat played the trumpet for the class.
   ____he____

7. The presentation was very interesting.
   ____it____

8. Brian rode the horse.
   ____he____

9. Gianna petted the puppy.
   ____she____

10. Kali and Susan performed in the talent show.
    ____they____

11. Timmy and I baked a cake for our father.
    ____we____

12. Mark went skiing with Barry.
    ____he____

13. Mark and Joe did well on the science project.
    ____they____

14. Lois cleaned the house.
    ____she____

 Symbols: he, it, she, they, we, you